
BRING BARRE 
FITNESS TO 
YOUR YOGA 
STUDIO
Add value to your studio, 

instructors, clients and business 

WWW.BARRECERTIFICATION.COM/YOGA



Your yoga studio already has the space, the clients and the instructors to 
start right away  

Clients can take all of their classes in one place  

There’s a competitive edge with yoga studios adding barre as opposed to 
Barre studios that can only offer one class!  

Bring in new clients that wouldn't have found your studio otherwise  

Providing a space for your instructors to teach multiple classes will add 
value to their time  

B a r r e  i s  g o o d  f o r  b u s i n e s s !



Isometric movements in barre 
offer strength training without 
shortening muscles 

Focus on balance and mind/body 
connection carries through both 
practices  

The ability to gently increase 
heartrate without adding impact 
helps focus on safety  

Equal but opposite forces when 
focusing on external rotation in the 
hips for barre  

Variety in movement keeps the 
body and mind challenged  

      Barre is good for your 

students!



Barre is good for yoga instructors!
The online Barre Certification program allows yoga 
instructors to take what they learn from the course and 
make their own unique class outline 

Yoga instructors already have the skills to implement 
different classes into their schedules but just need to 
learn the tools, phrases and terminology to make it 
happen  

The discipline and language involved in yoga is similar 
to that of ballet based Barre. Instructors can feel 
confident that they are using accurate terminology 
when teaching barre when there is extensive focus on 
ballet terminology and form in the certification 
program. 

When certified online, there’s no need for licensing or 
franchise fees.   



“I have been a dancer most of my life. I discovered yoga in college when I was dancing 

in my BFA program in classes and rehearsals 5-7 days a week. Yoga was a reward for 

my body. Years later, I enjoy both yoga and barre as a way to keep my body strong 

and balanced. Occasionally, I take barre classes at yoga studios and I am so 

discouraged by how vague the instructors are when they lead class. It would be so off 

putting to go to a yoga class and have an instructor use improper terms or set 

students up in an unsafe way! This is how I feel when yoga instructors teach barre 

without using correct ballet terminology. I can tell that they have not been trained 

on the proper way to use the body when doing Barre. It is also so frustrating when 

instructors don’t lead to music correctly. This is something so deeply engrained as a 

dancer, you don’t notice it until it’s done incorrectly. I’d love to see more yoga 

instructors get properly trained so they can teach barre in a safe way and use ballet 

terminology in the right way.” -Sara H. NY, NY 



FUSION CLASSES

Incorporate what 

you learn from your 

Barre Certification 

into Yoga classes

50/50 CLASSES

Provide a little bit of 

each practice for 

your students to get 

the most out of class

BARRECERTIFICATION.COM/YOGA

Add individualized 

Barre classes to your 

scheudle that no other 

studio can offer!

MAKE IT YOUR 
OWN!
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